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Let’s talk
For a deeper discussion 

of how this issue might 

affect your business, 

please contact:

The section 11(e) wear-and-tear or 
depreciation allowance: changes to 
Interpretation Note 47

• Section 4.3.10 (‘personal-use 

assets commencing to be used 

for trade purposes’).

The revised Schedule

The following changes have been 

made to the Schedule:

• The proposed write-off period 

for computer software (main 

frames) – self developed has  

been increased to five years 

from one year.

• Certain assets have been 

added to the Schedule, i.e.:

– Computer tablet and similar 

devices (with a proposed 

write-off period of two years); 

and

The annexure to IN47 (i.e. the 

schedule of write-off periods 

acceptable to SARS, or ‘the 

Schedule’) provides a list of 

assets and the relevant write-off 

periods that SARS considers 

acceptable. Certain assets have 

been added to this list, and there 

has been a change to the 

proposed write-off period for 

certain types of computer 

software. 

In addition, the following new 

sections have been inserted into 

IN47:

• Section 4.1.3 (‘improvements to 

existing assets’);

• Section 4.2.7 (‘limitations of 

allowances to lessors of certain 

assets’); and
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In brief

On 24 March 2020, the South African Revenue Service (‘SARS’) issued a 

new version of Interpretation Note 47 (‘IN47’), which deals with the wear-

and-tear or depreciation allowance that is provided for in section 11(e) of 

the Income Tax Act, 1962 (‘the Act’). The new IN47 is important on the 

basis that it constitutes a binding general ruling made under section 89 of 

the Tax Administration Act, 2011. The changes apply in respect of any 

qualifying asset brought into use on or after 24 March 2020. 

The purpose of this Alert is to provide a brief overview of the most important 

changes to IN47 from the previous version.

Overview of the changes
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– Magnetic resonance imaging scanners (with a 

proposed write-off period of five years).

Improvements to existing assets (new 

section 4.1.3 of IN47)

This new section draws attention to the distinction 

between expenditure incurred on repairs that 

qualifies for immediate deduction under section 11(d)

of the Act and amounts that qualify for deduction 

over a period under section 11(e).

A brief discussion on the principles that apply in 

making a determination as to whether a particular 

expense constitutes a repair or an improvement is 

provided. In this regard, reference is made to case 

law (the principles set out in ITC491 and ITC617 are 

briefly discussed). As per these decisions, a repair 

generally involves the replacement or renewal of 

something that has become defaced or worn out 

through use or wear-and-tear, while a renewal (or 

improvement) generally involves some form of 

reconstruction of the ‘entirety’ of the thing being 

improved (which is not necessarily the whole but is 

substantially the whole).

Finally, it is stated in this section that where an 

improvement results in the extension of the useful life 

of an asset, any remaining pre-existing tax value 

(plus the cost of the improvements) must be written 

off over the remaining useful life of the asset.

Limitation of allowances to lessors of 

certain assets (new section 4.2.7)

This section briefly discusses the interaction of 

sections 23A and 23G of the Act with section 11(e). 

Section 23A effectively limits capital allowances, 

(including the section 11(e) allowance) claimable on 

any ‘affected asset’ (i.e. generally, certain assets that 

are let) to the taxable income of the lessor derived 

from ‘rental income’.

In the case of section 23G, a lessor of an asset in a 

sale and leaseback arrangement will be denied an 

allowance on that asset under section 11(e) if the 

receipts or accruals of the lessee in that arrangement 

do not constitute income.

Personal-use assets commencing to 

be used for trade purposes (new 

section 4.3.10)

This new section draws attention to SARS’ view that, 

although the section 11(e) allowance is generally 

based on cost, it is unacceptable to use the original 

cost when the asset has been diminished in value by 

personal use before it is used for trade purposes.

IN47 therefore states that, in such circumstances, 

the expected useful life of the asset must be 

determined on the date that it is brought into use in 

the trade, having regard to its condition, and it must 

be written off over that period.

Although not specific to personal use assets, this 

new section also deals with the situation in which an 

asset was originally acquired for no consideration (or 

for a non-arm’s length consideration). In these 

circumstances, IN47 requires that the asset be 

depreciated based on the lower of the original 

market value at the date of acquisition and the 

market value at the time that it is brought into use in 

the taxpayer’s trade.


